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I 

Doubts that the extant version of the Bk. 123 on Ta-yiian of the Shih
chi was that produced by Ssu-ma Ch'ien R].i~ have been raised since T'ang 
times. The T'ang scholar Ssu-ma Chen R].i~ in his Shih-chi so-yin .!,:!JH*• 
states: 

"Investigation indicates that this book, i.e. Book on Ta-yilan ought pro
perly to be placed after the Account of South-Western Barbarian Tribes 
(Hsi-nan-i chuan g!fj$.f~~). It should not be located between the 
Biographies of Riogorous Officials (K'u-li ~Je:) and those of Chivalrous 
People (Yu-hsia ~~). In all probability, this error occured when Master 
Ch'u 1llfj'E;1:_ (or Ch'u Shao-sun 1lif9":ffi) used the book to fill in a gap in 
Ssu-ma Ch'ien's arrangement. Fortunately the mistake is not one for 
which he need be taken terribly to task." 

What Ssu-ma Chen is suggesting here is that although the Bk. on Ta
yuan is currently located between Bks. 122 and 124 on Biographies of Rigo
rous Officials and on Chivalrous People respectively, it originally came after 
Bk. 116 on South-Western Barbarian Tribes and that the order as we now 
have it resulted from Ch'u Shao-sun's error in the replacement of a missing 
element. 

In his service as author of Shih-chi so-yin Ssu-ma Chen held the official 
position of Ch'ao-san ta-fu Kuo-tsu po-shih Hung-wen-kuan hsileh-shih ~tt 
*~~rtt±5l3ttitr~± and has been previously argued by Ch'ien Ta-hsin 
~*WT and Takikawa Kametaro ijfJl[8:;t~, since that post of Hung-wen
kuan hsileh-shih was first established in the seventh year of K'ai-yiian ~5G 
(719), the compilation of the Shih-chi so-yin must be dated subsequent to that 
year.1 > Ssu-ma Chen's frequent claims for the "incompleteness" of the Shih
chi refer to two different situations. In one he is indicating a situation in 
which the materials used in the original compilation of the Shih-chi were 
inadequate. In the other, he is referring to the situation in which there was 
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an actual loss, after the time of Ssu-m Ch'ien, of parts of the completed 
manuscript. His "incompleteness" with reference to Bk. 123 on Ta~yilan, 
the "gap" belongs in this latter category, for he remarks that this book had 
been temporarily lost and then in Later Han times replaced by Ch'u Shao-sun 
into the mistaken location we find it today, between Bk. 122 and Bk. 124; 
not, as it was originally found, after Bk. 116 on South-Western Barbarian 
Tribes. Since this book order is the same as recorded in the author's preface 
(T'ai-shih-kung tsu-hsu :t:~~ f:3 ff), if we accept Ssu-ma Chen's argument, it 
follows that Ch'u Shao-sun had managed to work his influence on the preface 
as well. 

According to Bk. 62 of the Han-shu ~:;:, that is to say, the Biography 
of Ssu-ma Ch'ien, ten of the 130 Shih-chi books were missing-"records exist, 
but not texts". In his notes to the Bk. 62 of Han-shu, Yen Shih-ku ~WE 
cites Chang Yen *~ in reference to these ten: 

"After the death of (Ssu-ma) Ch'ien, the following books were lost: The 
Annals of Emperor Ching (Ching-chi JHB), The Annals of Emperor Wu 
(Wu-chi JE\fB), The Book on Ceremonies (Li-shu ,fiflJ), The Book on 
Music (Yueh-shu ~IJ), The Book on Warfare (Ping-shu ~:;=), A Chrono
logy of Generals, Ministers (and Eminent Officials) from the Beginning of 
the Han (Han-hsin.g i-lai chiang-hsiang (ming-ch'en) nien-piao ~-.t-J*M 
ffi(~~)~~), Biographies of Augurs (Je-che lieh-chuan S~JU~), Ac
counts of Three Lengendry Kings (San-wang shih-chia =::xi:!t~Q, Biogra
phies of the Orales (Kui-ts',e lieh-chuan &~JU~), and Biographies of Fu 
K'uan {.wjt, Chin Hsi tm~, and Meng Ch'eng iUW: (Fu Chin lieh-chuan 
{:W:i1MJU~). Between the times of (Emperors) Yuan 5c and Ch'eng $; (49 
B.C.-A.D. 7), Master Ch'u fi:%:1: wrote for supplementation The Annals 
of Emperor Wu, Accounts of the Three Legendary Kings, Biographies of 
the Oracles, and Biographies of Augurs. The writing is of a vulgar stan
dard, not as originaly intended by (Ssu-ma) Ch'ien (AJ,~)~." 

to which Yen Shih-ku adds his personal comment that "the Preface originally 
mentions no Book on Warfare. Chang (Yen)'s claim that it was lost cannot 
be." Or so he would say, but according to Takikawa, this Book on Warfare 
refers to the Book on Law (Lli-shu ff:W), and so Yen Shih-ku's rejection of 
Chang Yen's claim on the basis of the lack of mention of it in the Preface 
would itself be in error,2 l while Chao I ffi~ does not stop at Ch'u Shao-sun's 
having supplemented with a mere ten books. He gives a number of further 
examples, including Accounts of Imperial Maternal Relations (Wai-ch'i shih
chia j'}~ffl::~), The Biography of T'ien ]en (T'ien ]en lieh-chuan B3t:JU~), 
The Biographies of Ministers Chang Ts'ang *I and Shen T'u-chia $~:Ii 
(Chang Ch'eng-hsiang lieh-chuan *zE;t§JU1'), Accounts of King Yuan of Ch'u 
~5Gxffl::* and The Book on the Hsiung-nu (Hsiung-nu lieh-chuan ~trzJU~), 
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and he assigns the I O books previously noted to have been missing to the 
status of having been present in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's origin,al but having subse
quently been lost. Armed with the fact that Ch'u Shao-sun's supplementation 
was incorporated into the main text of the Han-shu} he concluded it to have 
been received as part of the Shih-chi rather early on.3) 

While it is plain that Ch'u Shao-sun did it is not necessarily so very clear 
whether this supplementing covered the entire range .of the ten books indi
cated by Chang Yen or whether it ended with only a part of them, or, as
suming that other than these specific ten books were involved, just how much 
of which of them might in reality have been affected. However, Ssu-ma Chen 
is the sole claimant for the Book on Ta~yuan (Ta-yuan lieh~chuan ::k~YU1$), 
being Ch'u Shao-sun's supplementary material No one else has ever stepped 
forward to propose the theory, and we might reasonably wonder how Ssu
ma Cheng came to do so. His reasons are nowhere specifically made known,. 
but, judging from what he does say, we may assume his objections have much 
to do with the unnaturalness of putting the Book on Ta-yuan between the 
Biographies of Rigorous Officials and those of Chivalrous People. The extant 
version of the Shih-chi contains the following four-series-biography arrange
ment: The Southern Yueh m~, The Eastern Yueh *~' Chao-hsien !ji}.]fp: 
(Korea), and South-Western Barbarian Tribes "ffi[¥f~. Now~since the Book on 
Ta-yuan is an account of Western countries (Hsi-kuo "ffim, later Hsi-yii 
"ffi~), 4) the book ought to be in some sort of continuous arrangement with 
these other accounts of foreign countries. That it is located at a distance of 
six books from the Book on South-Western Barbarian Tribes and in between 
the Biographies of the Rigorous Officials and those of the Chivalrous People 
is, indeed, unnatural. What else are we to think but that in making his re
placements Ch'u Shao-sun mistakenly located the Book on Ta-yuan far further 
back than the setting to which it was obviously originally called, that following 
the Book on South-Western Barbarian Tribes? 

It is certainly true that the placement of the Book on Ta-yuan between 
the Biographies of the Rigorous Officials and the Biographies of the Chivalrous 
People puts the book in odd company. Following Bk. 120 on the Hsiung
nu tribes, however, similarly odd groupings become conspicuous. The Book 
on the Hsiung-nu tribes is, for instance, the first of the biographical series to 
treat foreign people or foreign countries, and so it is only natural that it 
should be followed by the Southern Yueh, Eastern Yueh, Chao-hsien (Korea), 
and South-Western Barbarian Tribes Accounts, yet between it and the South
ern Yueh are sandwiched two others, the Biography of Wei Ch'ing lfW (Wei 
chiang-chun p'iao-ch'i lieh-chuan ~~-.\ffi~YU1$) and the Biography of Kung
sun Hung 0~5£ (P'ing-chin-hou Chu-fu lieh-chuan 2F$1*±X:7"U1$). In 
further example, we may look at the series of biographies of Benevolent Offi
cials (Hsun-Ii ffiJ-e:), Confucian Scholars (Ju-Zin ffl1t), Rigorous Officials !15J-e:, 
Chivalrous People ~~' Flattering Retainers (Ning-hsing 1i1f), Joking and 
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Comical Retainers (Hua-chi ffiff), Augers El~, Oracles ~ffi, and Fortune 
Makers (Hua-chih Jltm). Here they are biographies of men arranged accord
ing to group types, and yet right in their midst we find the Biographies of Chi 
An ilk.ffi and Cheng Tang-shih ~'&'~ and the Book on Ta-yilan} while between 
the Book on South-Western Barbarian Tribes and the Biographies of Benevolent 
Officials are sandwiched the Biography of Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju R],~ffito and the 
Biography of Liu Chang WJ-ffe: (Huai-nan Heng-shan-wang lieh-chuan rli'W~ 
ill:EJU1'). 

We may, however, think of this as something other than the disorder 
produced by a later generation's supplementation, for as the Preface clearly 
records an arrangement of Biographies identical to these groupings, we would 
seem to be justified in assuming it to have been the order of Ssu-ma Ch'ien's 
original. There can be no doubt that the group of "foreign biographies" be
ginning with the Book on the Hsiung-nu and the group of biographies be
ginning with Biographies of Benevolent Officials} which is constructed ac
cording to the type of social function of its personages, were both so placed 
in accordance with Ssu-ma Ch'ien's original scheme for the work, and there 
are two possible explanations for why we find biographies of a very different 
character incorporated into the locations we have here noted. First of all, the 
Biography of General Wei Ch'ing so closely connected to the subjugation of 
the Hsiung-nu, and the Biography of Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju} identically closely 
connected to the bringing to allegiance of the south-western barbarian tribes, 
may have been positioned following, respectively, the Book on the Hsiung-nu 
and the Book on South-Western Barbarian Tribes out of consideration for the 
depth of their mutual relationships. 'secondly, it could also be that the books 
in this section were simply arranged according to the order in which each's 
writing was completed. The Biographies of Kung-sun Hung and Liu Chang 
and the Book on Ta-yilan might be such, while the Biography of Chi An and 
Cheng Tang-shih (Chi Cheng lieh-chuan tlk.~1U1'), with both Chi and Cheng 
being such faithful practitioners of the teaching of Huang Ji and Lao ~' 
might have been placed where they are by way of association with or con
trast to the preceding Biographies of Benevolent Officials or the subsequent 
Biographies of Confucian Scholars and Rigorous Officials. Chao I, in the first 
volume of his Notes on the Twenty-two Histories (Nien-erh-shih cha-chie 
--1t.=:9!.~ie) under the heading "Arrangement of the Shih-chi (Shih-chi pien
tz'u ~ieti~), remarks: 

"As for the ordering of the Shih-chi series biographies, they were most 
probably entered one-by-one as each was completed, not first given order 
after having waited for the completion of the entire text. As a result, the 
Book on the Hsiung-nu is abruptly placed after the Biography of Li Kuang *~' and following that, we have the Biographies of Wei Ch'ing and Hua 
Ch'u-ping '.I!~~. It is already the height of impropriety to have Court 
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Ministers and foreign barbarians succeeding one upon the other, but this 
is as if to say that the affairs of the various Ministers are all somehow in

terconnected with the Hsiung-nu. Placed abruptly after Kung-sun Huang 

are the Book on Southern Yileh) Eastern Yileh) Chao-hsien (Korea), and 

South-Western Barbarian Tribes) while further down is placed the Biog

graphy of Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju, and after him we find the Biography of Liu 

Chang; the Biographies of Benevolent Officials are followed abruptly by 
the Biographies of Chi An and Cheng Tang-shih. Following the Biog

raphies of Confucian Scholars and Rigorous Officials it is suddenly the 

Book on Ta-yilan. These arrangements are all without significance, and 
the books may be assumed to have been entered in the order in which 
each one was completed in its turn." 

Chao I's view here would seem to be sound. 
Approached in this way, it is no longer possible to express unguarded ap

proval of Ssu-ma Chen's assumption that the unnatural positioning of the 
Book on Ta-yilan made it an addition supplied by Ch'u Shao-sun. 

II 

The first person publicly to proclaim the view that Bk. 123 on Ta-yiian 
of the Shih-chi was simply a transcription of Bk. 61 dealing with the Biog

raphies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li $1lfU of the Han-shu was Tsui Shih 
~~- 5) According to Bk. 8 of his Shih-chi t'an-yilan JJ2.ie~lt, prefaced 1910 

by Chu Tsu-mou ¼ii.~ and published by the Peking University in 1922: 

"The (Shih-chi) so-yin states that the Book on Ta-yuan ought rightly to be 
located after the Book on South-Western Barbarian Tribes and is not pro
perly located between the Rigorous Officials and the Chivalrous People, 

and that this was probably the result of Ch'u Shao-sun's filling in a gap 
left by Ssu-ma Ch'ien. It seems to me that, rather than this having 
been an addition by Ch'u Shao-sun, it was a case of the Han-shu bio

graphies of Chang Ch'ien tt!/1 and Li Kuang-li's $1lfU having been writ
ten in directly by a later person. With Chang Yen 5I~ not referring to 
this or to the Li-shu $3 as lost, Hsiao Ssu-ma ,J--. 'f§'J.~ (that is to say, Ssu
ma Chen R].~~) did well to recognize that they were not the work of 
T'ai-shih-kung :;tJJ2.0 (that is to say, Ssu-ma Ch'ien). The title so-yin *~ (which means to disclose things concealed or unnoticed) is, there
fore, well fit to its content." 

Tsui Shih praises Ssu-ma Chen's insight in detecting, despite the fact that 
Chang Yen had not listed it among the missing, that the Book on Ta-yilan was 
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not the work of Ssu-ma Ch'ien. At the same time, he goes on to conclude that 
neither was it the supplementation of Ch'u Shao-sun. It was, he says, a tran
scription yet another, later person from. the Han-shu's biographies of Chang 
Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li though he fails to mention a single reason for making 
the claim. 

In 1929, just 19 years later than Tsui Shih, Paul Pelliot made the very 
same claim-that the Book on Ta-yilan of the Shih-chi was a transcription 
of the Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li of the Han-shu. In that 
year he offered opinions of such purport in two separate publications. The 
first was reference to the idea in a T'oung Pao article introducing and review
ing the Collected Works of Wang Kuo-wei (Hai-ning Wang Chung-ch'ileh 
-kung i-shu m~x,7t'J&.H~~- 6l) and the second was included in a discussion, 
of ancient Siberian and Chinese bronzes, carried in the first volume of a publi
cation known as Documents.7l Since the former is quoted in the latter, we may 
assume, at the very least, that the former was written first. The latter is 
simpler in content. 

In the Supplementary Remarks, Section 3, to Chapter 16 of his Studies in 
Sung Yuan Drama (Sung Yuan hsih-ch'u k'ao *5G~l±E~), Wang Kuo-wei 
cites the song named Ma-ho-tau-le Yf:!AJ!JB1g/J, which had been brought back to 
China by Chang Ch'ien, as the oldest song ever brought into the nation from 
a foreign country.8 l Pelliot took issue with this, saying: 

"The transliteration Ma-ho~tou-l'e itself may be considered the product of 
times later than those· of Chang Ch'ien. A report that Chang Ch'ien was 
the bearer of this song may be found in the second volume of the Ku-chin 
chu if~tt of Tsui Pao ~~ (ea. A.D. 300). Much 'Chang Ch'ien Leg
endry' (legendes tchangkieniennes) is cited in the Ku-chin chu, which 
even quotes the patently spurious Chang Ch'ien ch'u-kuan chih *~!:Bijffl;e:; 
or the Account of the Travels of Chang Ch'ien." 

"This Account of the Travels of Chang Ch'ien is no more than a purveyor 
of the Chang Ch'ien's story at the secondary level. As I see it, the stories 
therein were received as historical fact extremely early on and appear to 
have been accepted in China in the 1st century A.D. in the form of a 
kind of historical novel (roman historique). It was a part of this novel 
which formed the Chang Ch'ien Biography of the Han-shu; it was not 
the Chang Ch'ien biography (that is to say, the Book on Ta-yuan) found 
today in the Shih-chi which provided those makings. Rather, the Han-shu 
account of Chang Ch'ien itself was likely introduced into the Shih-chi by 
a post-lst century A.D. forger. This may be an extremely revolutionary 
conclusion to have arrived at, and yet there is no other way to resolve 
the question of the Chang Ch'ien Biography as it is currently found in 
the Shih-chi. I expect to discuss this problem in detail at some future 
date." 
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According to Pelliot, then, a novelistic account of Chang Ch'ien's travels 

through Central Asia was produced, and this was first of all, introduced into 

the Han-shu, becoming the Biography of Chang Ch'ien. Later it formed the 

Account of the Travels of Chang Ch'ien (Chang Ch'ien ch'u-kuan chih 5l• 
/±lfflffl;s), while the Book on Ta-yilan of the present Shih-chi was based on the 

Han-shu's biography of Chang Ch'ien, having been prepared and inserted into 

the Account of the Travels of Chang Ch'ien, is quoted in the Ku-chin chu and 

that the song Ma-ho-tau-le was brought to China from the Western countries 

by Chang Ch'ien were the subjects of immediate scholarly attention,9) but his 

later inferences-that the Chang Ch'ien legends which had come to be rec

orded in the pages of the Account of the Travels of Chang Ch'ien had even 

earlier been incorporated into the Han-shu as its Biography of Chang Ch'ien, 

and further, that this Biography of Chang Ch'ien in the Han-shu was inserted 

into the present Shih-chi as the Book on Ta-yilan, these appeared as a bolt 

out of the blue. The Book on Ta-yilan consists of a first half which focuses on 

Chang Ch'ien's mission to the West and a second half dealing with Li Kuang

li's conquest of Ta-yiian. While Pelliot refers exclusively to the first half and 

entirely ignores the second half, we may imagine that in this case his readers 

simply awaited, with intense anticipation, the appearance of the detailed dis

cussion he had promised for a future date, a treatise which would most cer

tainly provide a splendid explanation for this apparent lap.se. 

In a 1939 issue of T'oung Pao, Pelliot published "The name xwarizm 

in Chinese Texts",10) an article in which he collected Chinese character trans

literation of xwarizm (Khorazm) as they occurred through successive genera

tions of Chinese writings. To these he added his own explanatory comments. 

While Pelliot argued that Huan-ch'ien •m of the Book on Ta-yilan passage 

Rrii!N 1J\mll1! · *~' riilrtrr5ffiff · ff~ · ~1iz~, w~~{l]tt~xr (Reduced Pa

na-pen ed. p. 1143, upper column) is a sound equivalent of xwarizm, he 

neglected to mention that this identification originated with Shiratori Kura

kichi i='.=l,~-tr11). Be that as it may, having here quoted the Book on Ta

yiian, Pelliot writes, "Passages referring to Chang Ch'ien and his travels make 

up the better part of Bk. 123 of the Shih-chi, yet I cannot feel that these 

passages merit our complete faith", to which he adds the note "See page 250 

of Haloun's article in the 1937 issue of the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen

liindischen Gesellschaft for the very latest discussion of the Shih-chi Book 123." 

Pelliot passed away on October 26, 1945, without ever having published the 

detailed discussion he had promised, and there appear to be no reports of such 

a study's having been left among his unpublished manuscripts. 

One section of the Chang Ch'ien ch'u-kuan chih is quoted in the third 

volume of the Ku-chin chu and another section is quoted in Bk. 12 of 

the Ch'ilan-chih *;s of Hung Mai ~~, The Ku-chin chu quotation is a 

reference to a certain plant, chiu-pei-t'eng yffi~i!i, found in the Western 

Regions W:fwc:, but quite naturally no passage of a similar nature is be found 
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in the Book on Ta-Yuan) nor in the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of the Han-shu 
or the Accounts of Western Regions (Hsi-yu chuan @~1'). By way of con
trast, the Ch'uan-chih passage reads: 

"The Chang Ch'ien ch'u-kuan chih states, 'In general, the currency in 
the various countries is commonly made with chiao ._, yueh ~' hsi ~' 
and hsiang ~ [which do not make sense and the meaning is unclear]. 
Metallic currency (chin-pi ~~) is usually fashioned with the image of 
the king or patterned with the image of the queen. In commerce with 
women, that of the queen. Upon the death of the king, coins are re
minted." 

The An-hsi ~,ff-1, section of the Han-shu) Bk. 96 a, Hsi-yu chuan @~1' 
reads, "And money is made from silver. The face of the coin bears the image 
of a single king and its back that of his wife," (Reduced Po-na-pen ed., p. 1162, 
lower column), the point of similarity here· being the minting with images 
of both the king and his wife. 

The Chi-pin fflJt section of the Han-shu) Bk. 96 a, Hsi-yu chuan) has, 
"Money is made from silver and gold. The face of the coin bears the likeness 
of a horse and its back bears a human countenance" (pp. 1160-1161), and in 
the Wu-i .~-t section which immediately follows, we have the similar pas
sage, "The money here (in contrast to that of Chi-pin) bears the head of a 
single person. On the backside is a horse" (p. 1162, upper column), but since 
it is unclear whether or not information about Chi-pin and Wu-i came within 
Chang Ch'ien's acquaintance, we will leave these last points outside the sphere 
of our considerations. Still, the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of the Han-shu) 
Bk. 61 has not one single passage in common either with the extant quoted 
passages from the Chang Ch'ien ch'u-kuan cliih or with the existing Ku-chin 
chu. 

Pelliot stated that there were numerous Chang-Ch'ien-legend-like pas
sages in the Ku-chin chu. By this term is meant those dealing with things 
said either to have been described by him or brought back by him, or with 
knowledge about those things. The passage cited earlier about the Ma-ho-tou
le expressly states that he brought the song back with him, and though the 
story about the fruit stone ch'ing-t'ien-ho WEB~ from the country of the Wu
sun .~~ in the second volume is not specific, a Chang Ch'ien connection is 
certainly plausible. While here the overall shape of the fruit unknown, it 
was said to be the size of 6 sheng fr gourd and to turn water with which it 
was filled into wine. Liu Chang l!J~ was claimed to have owned two of the 
stones and to have put them to use at banquets. Assuming this Liu Chang 
to be Chu-hsii-hou Chang *tltf~~' son of Fei ij!~, who was himself the eldest 
son of Emperor Kao-tsu ~ii., he is the man who got wind of the Lu g Clan's 
plot, known as the Lu Rebellion §.fE;z.JJL to destroy the Liu Clan following 
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the death of Empress Lu in 180 B.C. and who thereafter directed his efforts 
to surpressing that uprising. Therefore, even if he were still alive at the 
time of the accession of Emperor Wu (I 41 B.C.), it is far from certain 
whether or not he was in fact still around in 126 B.C. for Chang Ch'ien's 
return home. It would seem even less likely then that by the time of Chang 
Ch'ien's return from his Wu-sun mission in the second year of Yuan-ting 
5GW12l (115 B.C.) that the old man had not already gone the way of all flesh. 
For Liu Chang actually to have got hold of a product from the country of 
the Wu-sun would seem nothing short of miraculous. However, traffic be
tween the western countries, such as Kang-chil ffi,@, and Han had begun be
fore Chang Ch'ien's first mission to them,13 l and so it is not at all unthink
able that products of the Wu-sun had by the time in question been brought 
into Han. If that were the case, there would be no direct link between Chang 
Ch'ien and Liu Chang's obtaining a ch'ing-t'ien-ho. 

However, according to the Yu-yang tsa-tsu @"~~{§_, chien-chi iW~, Bk. 
7, fol. 2 v) (ed. Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an ~ff!HlfU), the ch'ing-t'ien-ho was used not 
by Liu Chang of the Former Han but by another Liu Chang who was the sec
ond emperor of the Shu Ju (reg. 223-263). If it is right, the ch'ing-t'ien-ho is 
to be related to Chang Ch'ien in much more remote way. 

Even, for the sake of argument, considering the ch'ing-t'ien-ho in the 
broadest sense as an example of Chang Ch'ien Legendry, there are still only 
two examples of what can be seen as such-the chiu-p'ei-t'eng rffitfJJi plant 
story, said to have been incorporated from the Chang Ch'ien ch'u-kuan chih) 
and the ma-ho-tou-le story, its source unindicated, as was that of ch'ing
t'ien-ho. That makes three examples in all, hardly sufficient to support 
Pelliot's statement that the Ku-chin chu was replete with Chang Ch'ien 
legendry. 

Properly speaking, the extant Ku-chin chu is the re-editing of the lost 
original through transcripts of the Chung-hua Ku-chin chu i:p~if4tt made 
in the late T'ang times by Ma Kao .~M. One theory holds that the Chung
hua Ku-chin chu was based on the Su-shih yen-i lt.5:i~~ of Su E it~, 14 l 

while another denies that and argues for the separate independence of the 
three works.15l Since Bk. 14 (in the original notes to Tai-yiieh-shu *~~ sec
tion) of the T'ang Liu-tien @ih~ gives the story of the ma-ho-tou-l.e as having 
come from the Ku-chin cliu) it would seem safe to assume it was found in the 
original, but it is not clear what other stories were there.16) Under these condi
tions, how could anyone possibly demonstrate that the Biography of Chang 
Ch'ien of the Han-shu., Bk. 61, had as had the Ku-chin chu) transcribed Chang 
Ch'ien legendry? Pelliot's promised detailed explanation never appeared most 
certainly for the reason that it was impossible to write. 

Now, Haloun had the following to say about the formation of the Book on 
Ta-yuan *1iifU~ of the Shih-chi when he touched on the subject in his 1937 
tour de force studies of the Yi.ieh-shih ,fj .5:i17 l : 
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"The very authenticity of the Book on Ta-yilan has from time of Ssu-ma 

Chen's Shih-chi so-yin} through Tsui Shih's Shih-chi t'an-yilan} and up 

to Pe1liot been seen as doubtful. My own view of the true state of affairs 

is this-that the extant text is in its entirety (bis au£ geringe Reste) an 

amalgam produced from the Han-shu} Bk. 61 (Biographies of Chang Ch'ien 

and Li Kuang-li) and 96 (Hsi-yil chuan) and mistakenly incorporated into 

the Shih-chi. Further, I believe that the only true biographical record of 

Chang Ch'ien consists of the mere two line passage found in the addendum 

to the Biography of Wei Ch'ing :ftm-W of the ·Shih-chi} Bk. lll". 

"General Chang Ch'ien had gone as emissary to Ta-hsia *~ and upon 

his return became Captain of the Imperial Guard (Hsiao-wei ~i1). 
Having performed meritoriously in service tb the Great General (Wei 

Ch'ing), he was invested as Prince Po-wang tf~f~t Three years later he 

became a general and proceeded to Yu-pei-p'ing i:t"~t~, but failed to ap

pear on time. The usual punishment of beheading was redeemed, and 

he was reduced to commoner status. Following that, he went on his mis

sion to the Wu-sun .~Ft later became Superintendent of State Visits *fr, 
and died. His grave is to be found in Han-chung ~i::j=r." 

"The Biography of Chang Ch'ien of the Han-shu} Bk. 61, subsequently 

compiled in the 1st century A.D., is naturally altogether different from 

other records of that age. It is no difficulty to divide it into several parts 

and examine the source, age and merits of each. Bks. 61 and 96 of the 

Han-shu are the basis for the Book on Ta-yilan of the Shih-chi with which 

they comply. The time of its compilation ought to be considered that 

of the reign of Emperor Kuang-wu J161E\, referred to as Sheng-shang ~J: 

(which is an honorary appelation of the contemporaneous Emperor) in 

the Han-shu) Bk. 96, that is to say, from 25 to 57 A.D., and everything 

pre-dates the death of Pan Piao J..iE~ in 54 A.D. In order to utilize more 

extensively the Shih-chi) Bk. 123, and the Han-shu} Bk. 61, as historical 

material, it is first necessary to produce revised texts." 

The opinion that the extant version of the Book on Ta-yilan of the Shih

chi was not produced by Ssu-ma Ch'ien has now emqnated from Ssu-ma Chen, 

Tsui Shih, Pelliot and Haloun, and each of them, with the exception of Ssu

ma Chen, claims that it was a piecemeal composite of Books 61 and 96 of the 

Han-shu} but not one of them offers any grounds whatsoever for maintaining 

so. 

III 

The first attempt to demonstrate the correctness, by providing detailed 

reasons, of the above scholars' conclusions was Anthony Franc;;ois Hulsewe, 
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Professor Emeritus of Leiden University. In 1973 he came to Japan and pre
sented to the Toho Gakkai Jf[JJ~if an address entitled "On the Relationship 
between the Han-shu Bk. 61 and the Shih-chi Bk. 123'\ the full text of 
which is carried in the Tohogaku Jf[JJ~, No. 57 (January, 1974), pp. 119-
133). Then, in Volume 61 of T'oung Pao:, 1975, Hulsewe published "On the 
Authenticity of the Shih-chi Bk. 123",18) in which, on the basis of a detailed 
critique of the text, he stressed the correctness of the theory we have seen 
here. And finally, in 1976 he published an annotated translation of the Han
shuJ Bk. 96 a and b, on Western Countries, in the introduction to which it 
was argued for the third time that the Book on Ta-yilan of the Shih-chi is no 
more than a transcription from the Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li 
Kuang-li and Accounts of the Western countries of the Han-shu.19 l This in
troduction was provided by the University of Cambridge's M.A.N. Loewe, a 
Hulsewe collaborator in his Han~shu on Western Regions research and a 
contributor to the annotated translation effort. 

Among works of a similar variety, Professor Hulsewe's annotated tran
slation is the finest achivement ever; in it are gathered together into a single 
fabric all the separate threads of related research that the world's scholars 
have to date produced-at a glance one can get an overview of the current 
state of modern knowledge at its highest level. I offered my congratulations 
on the appearance of this very trustworthy work in a simple introductory 
piece in TohogakuJ No. 64 (Aug., 1982), but at the same time I explained 
some of the grounds for my inability to agree with the Professor's opinion 
that the Shih-chi's Book on Ta-yilan had been transcribed from the Han-shu's 
Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-liJ as well as Han-shu's Accounts 
of Western Regions. What I wish to set forth here does not differ greatly in 
its broad outlines from what I discussed in that introduction, but considera
tions of space there determined that a certain number of points would have 
to be curtailed. I would like to take the opportunity right now to expand on 
those points. Since there are limitations of space here as well, however, rather 
than try to refute Prof. Hulsewe's arguments one-by-one, I will instead attempt 
to enumerate what are, from my perspective, the grounds for affirming the 
age-old view that the Han-shu's Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang
Li and a part of the Han-shu's Accounts of Western Regions are taken from 

· the Book on Ta-yilan of the Shih-chi. The space available here determines 
that only my own views will be aired on this occasion, but I have the best of 
expectations that Prof. Hulsewe will before long be good enough to provide 
us with a very instructive response. Such is the hope with which I write. 
(A) The Existence in the Shih-chi of Older Terminology: 

The fact that in the Shih-chi there exists terminology older yet than that 
of the Han-shu's Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li indicates that 
the Han-shu took material from the Shih-chi. Moreover, the Han-shu has in 
some cases renovated that terminology or used it with different meaning. 
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It is recorded in the Shih-chi on Ta-yiian that when Li Kuang-Ii reached 
Tun-huang t1(~ on his return from his failed first attempt to subjugate Ta
yiian, the furious Emperor sent a messenger to intercept the force at Yii-men 
.:fF5 with the admonishment to "slay at once any of the army who should 
dare attempt entry." A fearful Li Kuang-Ii remained in Tun-huang. In the 
Biography of Li Kuang-li of the Han-shu, the same episode is recorded in pre
cisely the same form, except that "intercept at Yii-men reads "intercept at the 
Yii-men Barrier .:fF51ffl." Chavannes used this passage as grounds for establ
ishing the Yii-men Barrier as lying east of Tun-huang, a theory with which 
Wang Kuo-wei =1::mml, among numerous others, agreed. This Yii-men of the 
Book on Ta-yilan is properly understood, however, as referring to the Yii-men 
district20 l .:fF5~, and the fact that the Han-shu records it as the Yii-men 
Barrier reflects a later tendency to interpret references to Yii-men as being to 
that barrier station (i.e. the .:E:F5;ffl) through which traffic to and from Western 
countries passed. This would most certainly seem to be a phenomenon post
dating the enormously flourishing growth in intercourse with Western coun
tries that accompanied an ever more total Han supremacy (that supremacy 
arising with the successful subjugation of Ta-yiian in 102-101 B.C.) over the 
nations of Central Asia. 

The Book on Ta-yilan of the Shih-chi also records the following celebrated 
incident. It seems there were no water wells within the confines of the Ta
yiian fortress and the people drew their needs from running water coming 
from the outside. When the Han forces, having observed this, took the op
portunity at the source to divert those waters elsewhere, Ta-yiian employed 
a captured Chinese to dig them a well, which thereafter provided a supply. 
With this it appeared that Ta-yiian would be capable of withstanding a pro
longed siege. Li Kuang-Ii, further judging it only a matter of time before 
troops from Kang-chii ~,@ would arrive to reinforce the enemy, accepted a 
Ta-yiian ceasefire off er, one which Ta-yiian had been sincere enough to tender 
along with the head of the King Wu-kua f!}• or Mu-kua m•. The Book 
on To-yilan notes that: 

"At this time, the Kang-chii army had observed the Han forces to be 
stronger than ever and dared not advance. The General (Erh-shih ~grff) 
conferred with Chao Shih-cheng ffiRitijlt and Li I 2¥=~- 'It is reported,' he 
said, 'that Ta-yiian has within its fortress a newly captured Ch'in-jen ~A 
or Chinese from whom they have learned to dig a well, and, moreover, 
that they still possess abundant stores of food. The purpose of our cam
paign has been to put to death their villainous chief, Wu-kua. We already 
have his head. If, nonetheless, we should refuse to consent to the disen
gagement of troops we may expect continued strong resistance. Should 
the Kang-chii forces then learn of our being thus stopped short and come 
to Ta-yiian's rescue, they would inevitably destroy our army. Each of 
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the officers agreed this to be so, and the pledge [ offering surrender] was 
accepted." (p. 1145, lower column). 

This Ch'in-jen is the name by which Chinese were known in Central Asia 
at this time. The Biography of Li Kuang-l'i of the Han-shu, however, in giving 
what is very nearly the precisely same passage, changes Ch'in-jen ~A to 
Han-jen fl:A. By Han-jen is meant, quite literally, a person of Han; it refers 
to those Chinese who were subject to the rule of the Han Dynasty. It should 
not be necessary to make further note here that even after the overthrow of 
that dynasty and, in fact, to this very day, the term Han has continued to 
be used as a general designation both for China proper and for the Chinese 
people.21 ) The fact that the designation Han-jen is used in the Biography of 
Li Kuang-li of the Han-shu synonymously with "Chinese" may indicate that, 
at the time of its compilation, the term was used with that same meaning in 
Central Asia as well. When the Hsien-pei ffJlj!. 's T'o-pa 4:fjfilt;t Clan came to 
dominate Northern China, such terms as Tamghadj, Taugas, and others of 
their general type came into use among the peoples of Central and Western 
Asia to designate China or the Chinese.22 ) Similarly, as is well known, with 
the foundation of the T'ang state and the dominance of the Ch'ieh-tan ~ft 
in Northern China, such related terms as T'ang-chia ~*' T'ang-jen ~A, 
and Ch'ieh-tan (Kitani, Kitai, Catai, etc.) came into force, while in a parallel 
situation, we find in general currency over all the historical periods such Ch'in 
~ originated terms as Chin and China. In other words, the Ch'in-jen of the 
Book on Ta-yuan is older than the Han-jen of the Biography of Li Kuang-Li 
of the Han-shu, a fact which indicates that the latter work contains revisions, 
based on more recent knowledge, of passages from the former. 

In the Han-shu Bk. 94 a, Hsiung-nu chuan ~tRft-, is found the following 
lines: "At this, Wei Li :ffj-1$ set to work on behalf of the King Hu-yen-te 
~{rrtJ!, digging wells, constructing fortresses, inspecting bookout towers, and 
storing grain. These things he protected against the Chinese ~A and their 
allies," (p. 1142, upper column). In the same fashion, Bk. 96 b (izs~ft-r) in its 
Wu-lei .\W;~ section has "the Hsiung-nu bound their horses by the front and 
back legs and, placing them at the foot of the Wu-lei fortress, dispatched them 
saying, 'Chinese ~A! We give you our horses,'" (p. 1171, lower column). 
This latter example appears in an Imperial edict "Lamenting the past" from 
the later years of the reign of Emperor Wu JpC (141-87 B.C.), while the latter 
is from 83 B.C. (*{rx:, 4), during the reign of the succeeding emperor, Chao aB. 
That the term Ch'in-jen ~A was still in use at about this time is clear from 
the fact that the Book on Ta-yilan uses Ch'in-jen to refer to the Chinese who 
passed on his well-digging techniques at the time of Li Kuang-li's conquest of 
Ta-yiian (104-102 B.C.), and we can only attribute to a later rewriting the 
Biography of Li Kuang-li of the Han-shu having this as Han-jen fl:A. 

The first references to Lou-Ian fflM and to regions west of it as Hsi-yii 
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gfil~ began in the Han Period, after which the practice continued to be fol

lowed, but even then the designation had not been used from the very be

ginning of the period. During the time of Emperor Wu, the terms Hsi-pei 

5~t, Hsi-pei-kuo gij~tm, or Hsi-kuo gijm were used. The firm settling on 

the term Hsi-yii may be presumed to have taken place at the time of the 

establishment of the office of Hsi-yil tu-hu glj~f~~ or Protector General of 

the Western Regions in 60 B.C. (Shen-chueh ,ii$fi 2) during the reign of 

Emperor Hsien 7§". 23 > As a consequence, Hsi-yii is nowhere to be seen in the 

Shih-chi} making its first appearance in the Han-shu. The Book on Ta-yilan 

of the Shih-chi tells how Chang Ch'ien, during his second mission and on his 

own, proceeded to Wu-sun, proposed an alliance with Han, and dispatched 

deputy emissaries to the various area nations. Traffic between Han and the 

nations of Central Asia was opened for the first time then as a result of those 

emissaries returning with envoys from the countries they had visited. "With 

this," it says, "the Northwest Nations glj~tm first entered into relations with 

Han, but it was Chang Ch'ien who opened the way for this," (Shih-chi) Re

duced Po-ha-pen ed., p. 1141, lower column). Describing then how Emperor 

Wu had captured Wu-sun's horse, had next taken Ta-yiian's, and was out 

to acquire still more, it tells us that: 

"For the first time the Emperor consulted a book of divination, which 

stated 'The Horse of Miracles (shen-ma ,ii$l~) will come from the North

west glj~t. He was pleased with the hors.es taken from Wu-sun and named 

them 'Horses of Heaven' (t'ien-ma x,~), The blood-sweating horses 

obtained from Ta-yiian were even more magnificent yet, and so he 

renamed the Wu-sun horses 'Western Reaches' Hsi-chi gljtf and dubbed 

the Ta-yiian horses 'Horses of Heaven.' Han then first built fortifications 

west of Ling-chii %Ji§- and for the first time established the Chiu-ch'iian 

y"@ijR District. As a result, relations with the Northwest Nations glj~tm 

were established. Following this, increasing numbers of envoys were sent 

out-to An-hsi ~'~" Yen-ts'ai :fit~, Li-hsien ~ff, T'iao-chih {~~' and 

Shen-tou -5t$. The Emperor loved the horses of (Ta-) Yuan [j(]1if and 

his emissaries searched them out in their travels ... Lou-Ian tlM and Ku

shih f$§ffl were but small countries, yet the Han envoys were assaulted and 

threatened on the high ways ~ili ... Periodically, the Hsiung-nu guerilla 

force ambushed envoys sent to the Western Nations gljm." (Shih-chi) 

p. 1142). 

The Preface ::tse.0@}¥: states that "Proceeding against Ch'ii-sai ltt!~, he 

broadened Ho-nan tnlwi, destroyed Ch'i-lien Jim~, established communications 

with the Western Nations of Wei Ch'ing and conquered Northern bar

barians (Pei-hu ~ttf}j). The Biography was written." (Shih-chi) p. 1203). 

In contrast to this, the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu has "With this 
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the Northwest Nations 5~tm established communications for the first time 
with Han," as well as "The Chiu-ch'uan Governorship was established for 
the first time, and thus were relations with the Northwest Nations 5~tm 
formed. (Han-shu} p. 751, upper column). 

While it is true that the wordings here are precisely the same as in the 
Book on Ta-yilan} we also find in this same Biography of Chang Ch'ien the 
use of Hsi-yii as in "The stories are all told in the Accounts of Western Re
gions" (p. 749, lower column), and "The stories are in the Accounts of Western 

Regions." This joint use of Hsi-pei-kuo 5itm and Hsi-yii may indicate that 
the Hsi-pei-kuo usage is based on the Book on Ta-yilan of Shih-chi. I£ the 
Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu had appeared first, it probably would 
contain only Hsi-yii, and not Hsi-pei-kuo. 

(B) Differences in Versions: 
There are cases where the Book on Ta-yilan of the Shih-chi and the 

Biography of Chang Ch'ien of the Han-shu give differing versions of like in
cidents. We may look, for instance, at how are described the events surround
ing Chang Ch'ien's reaching the Ta-yileh-shih 7CJJ ~ on his first mission. The 
Book on Ta-yilan says, "The King of the Ta-yiieh-shih had already been slain 
by the Hu it,)j or the Hsiung-nu and so his child (Wang-tzi't ::E-=f) succeeded to 
the throne," while the Biography of Chang Ch'ien says, "The King of the Ta
yiieh-shih had already slain by the Hu, so his wife (fu-jen -=x.A) succeeded to 
the throne." P'ei Yin ~!IN notes in his Shih-chi chi-chih ~ie~M says that 
Hsu Kuang 1#;• states, 'It is said in one (~:ii;) the wife becomes monarch, 
which indicates that the barbarians have a woman ruler. Hsu Kuang is the 
author of the Shih-chi yin-i ~ietr~ in eight volumes, but it is not entirely 
clear here whether by "It is said in one" he means "it is said in one edition 
of the Shih-chi/' or rather that he means "it is said in a separate tradition." 
If the former may be thought to be true, we have then a passage identical to 
that reported in the Biography of Chang Ch'ien and are at liberty to consider 
this particular portion free of version. 

The biggest variation of all occurs in how Chang Ch'ien is made to 
describe the circumstances surrounding the formation of the Wu-sun state and 
his recommended policy for its utilization. The Book on Ta-yilan gives it this 
way: 

(I) "This is what I heard when I was with the Hsiung-nu. 'The King 
of the Wu-sun is named K'un-mo re~. His father ruled a small coun
try in the western regions of the Hsiung-nu territory. The Hsiung-nu 
pursued and killed him.' " 
"K'un-mo was born out in the plains and abandoned.24) Ravens flew to 
him with meat in their beaks, and wolves came to suckle him. The Shan

yii ]fl-=f stood in deep wonder at this and considered the boy a super
natural being, Shen ,i1$. He took him in and raised him. When K'un-mo 
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reached manhood, he took charge of an army and of ten achieved great 
honors with it. The Shan-yil restored to him his father's people and gave 
him extended protectorship over the Western region. K'un-mo took 
charge of those people, caring for their needs, and attacked the neighbor
ing small communities 1H§. His archers numbered in the tens of 
thousands and were skilled in assault warfare. Just then the Shan-yil 
happened to die, and K'un-mo led his people to a distant place where, 
standing neutral, he refused to participate in the assembly of vassals in 
the Hsiung-nu. The Hsiung-nu commando raids sent against him were 
unsuccessful, and the Hsiung-nu came to consider him a supernatural 
being, subsequently keeping their distance; they made him a dependent 
and no longer attacked him with great force." 
"Now the Shan-yil suffers a new at the hands of Han, and no people are 
to be found in the old domain of Hun-yeh iii~. K'un-mo covets, in the 
manner of the barbarian, the wealth and goods of Han. Now is indeed 
the time to prepare a great offering to be sent to him with the invitation 
that he move even further east yet, into the Hun-yeh domain, to be 
joined with us as a younger brother. He will surely respond to such 
forcefulness, and when he does, it will be as if we had cut off the right 
arm of the Hsiung-nu. Should we thus join together with the Wu-sun, 
we could then invite all the Ta-hsia 7(][ groups to come to be made 
our foreign vassals." (Shih-chi, p. 1140, lower column). 

The Book on Ta-yilan records conditions in Western Regions in a report 
submitted by Chang Ch'ien after his first mission. Within that report we 
find a passage of similar import to the one just cited. It reads: 

(2) "The Wu-sun lies to the northeast of the Hsiung-nu at a distance of 
about 2000 li ![. The nation is nomadic and the people follow their 
herds. In customs they are much like the Hsiung-nu. Their archers 
number in the tens of thousands and are daring in battle. From ages 
past they have been subject to the Hsiung-nu, but even though under 
great pressure they accept dependency, they refuse to attend the vassal 
assemblies." (Han.;shu, p. l 138, upper column). 

The opening to the Wu-sun section of the Han-shu, Bk. 96 b, Hsi-yil 
chuan contains a very closely corresponding passage: 

(3) "The Wu-sun people ... neither till fields nor make plantings. 
They fallow their herds in pursuit of water and pasture. In customs 
they are much like the Hsiung-nu. From ages past they have been subject 
to the Hsiung-nu, but even though in later times under great pressure 
they accepted dependency, they refuse to attend the vassal assemblies." 
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(Han-shu, p. 1166,-lower column). 

This Han-shu passage (3) generally conforms to the Book on Ta-yuan ac
count (2), but the Han-shu report corresponding to the Book on Ta-yuan quote 
(1) describes events somewhat differently than its counterpart: 

"This is what I heard when i was with the Hsiung-nu 'The King of the 
Wu-sun is named K'un-mo. K'un-mo's father, Nan-tou-mi lE%R 
(*Tardu-bi) ruled a kingdom that originally lay, with the Ta-yiieh-shih, 
in the area of Ch'i-lien and Tun-huang. His was a small nation. The Ta
yiieh-shih attacked, killed N an-tou-mi and took his land away, whereupon 
the people fled quickly to the Hsiung-nu. N an-tou-mi's child, K'un-mo, 
was then born. The child's guardian Pu-chiu hsi-hou -;fff~~1* 25 l fled with 
him out into the plains. where he left the boy and went to search for 
food. When he returned, he found him being nursed by a wolf while 
ravens flew to the boy's side with morsels of meat in their beaks. This 
caused him to consider the child a divine being, and in the end he re
turned his charge to the Hsiung-nu where the boy was lovingly raised by 
the Shan-yu. When K'un-mo reached manhood, the Shan-yu restored to 
him his father's people and gave him charge of an army, with which he 
often gained great honors. At one time, when the Yiieh-shih were just 
about to be destroyed by the Hsiung-nu, they moved west and attacked 
the king of the Sai ~ who quickly fled to relocate in a distant land to the 
south, and the Yiieh-shih occup.ied his territory. K'un-mo's forces were 
by now in good fighting condition. Requesting the Shan-yu's permission 
to avenge his father's bitter legacy, K'un-mo at length attacked to the 
west and defeated the Ta-yiieh-shih, who fled further west yet to settle 
in the land of Ta-hsia *~- K'un-mo seized control of those people and 
remained there in occupation. His forces were strong, and when just 
then the Shan-yu happened to die, K'un~mo was bold enough to refuse to 
pay further court to the Hsiung-nu. The troops they dispatched to attack 
him were unsuccessful, and the Hsiung-nu came even more to consider 
him a divine being, subsequently keeping their distance.' Now the Shan
yil suffers anew at the hands of Han, and the lands of K'un-mo are empty. 
A barbarian will long for his ancient homeland and covet Han goods. 
Now is indeed the time to prepare a great offering to be sent to K'un-mo 
with the invitation that he resettle in his own ancient homeland and take 
for a wife a princess of our sending, whereupon he would be joined with 
us as a younger brother. Should this be offered, K'un-mo would surely 
respond to such forcefulness, and when he does, it will be. as if we had 
cut off the right arm of the Hsiung-nu. Should we thus join with the 
Wu-sun, we could then invite all the Ta-hsia groups to the west come to 

· . be made our foreign vassals," (Han-shu, p. 750, lower column). 
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In other words, while this passage has portions and individual expressions 

similar to those of the Book on Ta-yilan} its central plot is entirely different. 

The Book on Ta-yilan has the Wu-sun originally attacked by the Hsiung-nu, 

temporarily surrendering to their control, and then staging a comeback to 

regain independence. Chang Ch'ien attempts then to get Han to utilize that 

situation by taking the Wu-sun in as its younger brother and getting the peo

ple to relocate in the original homeland of King Hun-yeh (the Chiu-ch'iian 

lffi:t.R and Tun-huang area), thus cutting off the right arm of the Hsiung-nu 

and severing the links among the various nations of the Western Regions. 

In contrast to this, the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of the Han-shu version has 

the Wu-sun attacked by the Ta-yiieh-shih at the time that it occupied, 

together with the Ta-yiieh-shih, the area of Mt. Ch'i-lien and Tun-huang. 

They then fled to the Hsiung-nu, where they were protected and resored to 

vigor. From there they attacked the Ta-yiieh-shih, who had under previous 

assault from the Hsiung-nu been forcibly moved west, and moved this group 

once again, this time to the Ta-hsia area. Such being the situation, Chang 

Ch'ien tried to bring about the linking of Han and the Wu-sun in an elder

brother /younger-brother relationship, aiming to get the Wu-sun to keep the 

Hsiung-nu in check on their western side. 
The Shih-chi's idea to move the Wu-sun into the original domain of King 

Hun-yeh becomes the Han-shu's idea to call the Wu-sun back to their own 

original homeland. 
The indication one gets from the Han-shu version is that it was based on 

the perceived actuality of linked migrations among the Hsiung-nu, Ta-yiieh

shih, and Sai peoples, and that it attempted to understand the Wu-sun situa

tion by forcing the Wu-sun into that same relationship. In the Chi-pin jfijj[ 

section of the Han-shu} Bk. 96 a, on Western Regions} we find: 

"In ages past the Hsiung-nu defeated the Ta-yiieh-shih, who then moved 

west to Ta-hsia, and the Sai king moved south as far as Chi-pin. The 

Sai tribes dispersed, going their separate ways to form a number of na

tions. To the northwest of Su-le imt~, the Hsiu-hsiin ft1I and Chiian

tu m• were both Sai groups in their origin". (Han-shu} p. 1160, lower 
column)." 

Similarly, the Wu-sun section of the Han-shu on Western Regions} has: 

"(The country of the Wu-sun) was originally the area of the Sai. The 

Ta-yiieh-shih moved west forcing the king of the Sai to flee. The king 

moved south and crossed the Hsien-tu ~OC (to settle themselves in Chi

pin), and the Ta-yiieh-shih occupied the region. Later K'un-mo of the 

Wu-sun defeated the Ta-yiieh-shih, forcing them to relocate to the west, 

where they made a vassal of Ta-hsia, and K'un-mo of the Wu-sun occupied 
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the region. It is said that among the Wu-sun peoples are found Sai and 
Ta-yiieh-shih groups. It was Chang Ch'ien who first noted that the Wu
sun were originally located with the Ta-yiieh-shih in the Tun-huang 
area ..... " (Han-shu, p. 1166, lower column). 

This clearly gives further confirmation to the fact that the Han-shu com
pilers considered linked migrations among the Hsiung-nu, Ta-yiieh-shih,Wu
sun and Sai peoples to have been an undeniable fact. These scholars were 
of the mind that the contemporary home to the Wu-sun, which was the region 
running from the Lake Issyk area to the Ili River basin, had been taken over 
by the Ta-yiieh-shih from its original inhabitants, the Sai tribes, who were 
then forcibly removed westward. 

It was in 177 or 176 B.C., that is to say, in the 3rd or 4th year of the 
Early Reign fiJ of the Emperor Wen )(, that the Hsiung-nu inflicted a blow 
to the Ta-yiieh-shih punishing enough to be described as nearly bringing about 
their total annihilation.26 > The Wu-sun were at this time also under the con
trol of the Hsiung-nu. By then the Hsiung-nu had seen their "right-hand 
kings and generals in the west, facing westward from Shang-chiin 1:f~ (pre
sently a part of northern Hsien-hsi Province ~5 and the Autonomous 
Region of Inner Mongolia), in contact with the Yiieh-shih, i.e. the Ta-yiieh
shin, Ti !!;, and Ch'iang n," (Shih-chi, Book 100 on the Hsiung-nu, p. 1034, 
upper column), and so we may assume that at this time the Ta-yiieh-shih were 
driven even further west from the He-hsi ro5 region or from the western area 
of the Mongolian plateau. If we accept the thinking of the Han-shu compilers, 
we have no choice but to believe that the arrival of the Wu-sun in the Lake 
Issyk and Ili River basin region (after having attacked the Ta-yiieh-shih and 
forced them even further west yet) was later in time still. 

Since Chang Ch'ien claims to have heard this when he was interned by 
the Hsiung-nu on his first mission to the west it would have occured before 
his return to Han in 126 B.C. (the 3rd year of Yiian-shuo 5cffi"J3), and if we put 
his stay with the Ta-yiieh-shih and his second internment by the Hsiung-nu on 
his return route at over a year each, remembering, too, that his return arrival 
was to Chang-an **, this would seem to be at the very latest three years 
earlier than the 3rd year of Yiian-shuo (126 B.C.), in other words 129 B.C. 
(the 6th year of Yiian-kuan 5c:3/c) or even earlier still. Such being the case, 
then, all these great Central Asian national migrations resulting from the 
westward development of the Hsiung-nu-the Ta-yiieh-shih push the Sai west 
and are in turn attacked by the Wu-sun and forced into a second westward 
movement which drives the Sai southward as far as Chi-pin crossing over 
the Hsien-tu-would in actuality have taken place within the forty-some year 
period from the 3rd or 4th years of the Early Reign of the Emperor Wen (177-
176 B.C.) to the 6th year of Yiian-kuan (129 B.C.) or to some point earlier yet. 
Given the further necessity of some ten-plus years for the Wu-sun's K'un-mo, a 
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babe-in-arms at the time of the Hsiung-nu attack, to mature sufficiently to 
assume <;:ommand of his late father's people, we need only subtract them from 
the forty-some years to see that these great national migrations would all have 
had to have occured within a period of only about thirty years. 

Now, for the Sai, Ta-yi.ieh-shih, and Wu-sun to have accomplished these 
movements at the dizzying pace which such a time frame would demand can
not be· considered, by his.to:dcal precedent, to be necessarily impossible. In 
December of I 770, for example; Ubasi ~B&~ Khan led 169,000 Torguts from 
the lower Volga Valley on a migration which suffered successive attacks from 
the Russian troops, the Kazaks, and the Buruts. In the process the Torguts 
lost half of their people and two-thirds of their ·herds and other possessions 
but still managed to arrive in Ili Valley by July of the following year.27 l It is 
not necessarily impossible· for our groups here to have done the whole thing 
in a mere thirty years, but whether 'this traditional account squares consistently 
with what is indicated by no-Chinese data is a question requiring separate in
vestigation. The Sai, for instance, is a Chinese transcription of Saca or Saka 
which is the Iranian name for the people· the Greeks referred to as Scythians 
and is the Turan in relation to Iran.28 l This is a collective noun encompassing 
reference to a large number of tribes and peoples distributed over an extensive 
region. There is no single people which can be referred to individually as 
just Saca. Since the Hsiung-nu and Ta-yi.ieh-shih, as well as the Wu-sun must 
be a type of Saca, it becomes necessary to establish clearly just what specifically 
was the Sai which the Han~shu claims to have been attacked by the Ta-yi.ieh
shih and pushed west. 

Setting _that question aside for separate discussion, however, what I wish 
to point out here is the fact that Shih-chi on Ta-yi.ian and the Han-shu's 
Biography of Chang Ch'ien represent different traditions. Noteworthy among 
the differences is the fact that the existence of the Sai people, to whom the 
Shih-chi makes not the tiniest reference, is described in the Han-shu in the 
significant detail of actuality. We have, "to the northwest of Su-le, there are 
such countries as Hsiu-hsi.in and Chi.ian-tu, which are both inhabited by peo
ple formerly classified as Sai or by people who are Sai in their origin" (Han 
shu, Bk. 96 a, p. 1160, lower column, under Chi-pin); "therefore, it is said 
that among the population of Wu-sun there are the Sai and the Ta-yi.ieh-shih" 
(Han-shu, Bk. 96 b, p. 1166, lower column, under Wu-sun); "(the inhabitants 
of) the country of Hsiu-hsi.in are originally' Sai" (Han-shu,- Bk. 96 a, p. 1165, 
upper column, under Hsiu-hsi.in); and "(the inhabitants of) the country of 
Chi.ian-tu are originally Sai" (Han-shu, Bk. 96 a, p. 1165, upper column, under 
Chi.ian-tu). 

Phrases like :;ifi;:i!t(~fm and i!t(~fi may be interpreted either as "the Sai tribe 
once lived in ... " or as "in origin the inhabitants are Sai," but when one say 
that i:ri the Wu-sun nation there are Ta~yi.ieh-shih and Sai, it obviously mean 
that the country is inhabited by Ta-yi.ieh-shih and Sai besides the Wu-sun 
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people. If such were the case, then besides Sai as a general term designating 
collectively a number of peoples, it also must have existed as the name of a 
specific individual people. Can that have been possible? If I rriay say so, the 
compilers of the Han-shu have misunderstood general term Sai as individual 
name which they applied to specific peoples in the Pamirs. The countries of 
Hsiu-hsiin and Chiian-tu existed in the Pamirs which were inhabited by peo
ples generally called Sai. The compilers of the Han-shu could not understand 
that the Ta-yiieh-shih, Hsiung-nu and Wu-sun were collectively called Sai and 
they tried to explain 'the activities of the Sai as an individual tribe. I wonder, 
if such was the reason, why the Han-shu wrote about the Sai and their migra
tion. Whatever the case may be, the information about the Sai would have 
had to have been acquired after conditions in Western Regions had become 
known to Han in significant detail. 

As has already been pointed out by a number of scholars headed by Hsii 
Sung 1~~ (1781-1848), the Han-shu, Bk. 96, was mainly compiled by Pan 
Piao :IJlI~ (3-54 A.D.) under the reign of emperor Kuang-wu :Yt;:m; (reg. 25-57 
A.D.). But, it is too far to say that Pan Piao compiled the whole of Bk. 96 on 
Western countries and it is not unlikely that Pan Ku ]JI!ID (32-92), Pan Chao 
]Jil3B (49-ca. 117), and other members of Pan family such as Pan Ch'ao ]JI~ 
(32-92) and Pan Yung ]JI~ contributed something to the compilation of Bk. 
96 by adding new information as Professor Hulsewe has rightly remarked.29 ) 

In connection with the country of Han-mi ;j'flffl or Wu-mi tflffl, the Han-shu, 
Bk. 96 a, states that it is now named Ning-mi ?¥~ffl. (Han-shu) p. 1159, upper 
column). Hsii Sung comments that this "now" means the time of Pan Ku 
who wrote this part.30) Though one cannot decide whether it was written by 
Pan Ku or not, it is quite certain that it was added when this part of the Han
shu was compiled. 

With this in mind, then, and regardless of the authenticity of the ac
counts, original to the Han-shu) of the Wu-sun, Ta-yiieh-shih, and Sai peo
ples' linked migrations, it is clear that these accounts post-date the completion 
of the Shih-chi. 

Kato Shigeru;/JQjji ~ has already pointed out that, since the Wu-sun are 
described in the Shih-chi as having lived from times past in the area they were 
contemporarily known to occupy, the Han-shu's revised writing is in error.31 ) 

Kato's view is supported by Matsuda Hisao ~B:IW~. 32 ) In the final analysis 
I believe the conclusion discussed by Kato to be correct,33 ) but leaving aside 
for the moment the question of the actuality of the national migrations,34 ) I 
wish to put forward here the argument that the Han-shu's account of those 
is n·ewer in information than what is set forth in the Shih-chi) and that, such 
being the case, we do not have in the Shih-chi an altered form of the Han-shu 
accounts. Each of· the versions should be seen as representing separate tradi
tions. 

In the Shih-chi, K'un-mo of the Wu-sun is born and abandoned out in 
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the plains and ministered to by ravens and wolves. This causes the Shan-yu 
of the Hsiung-nu to marvel, and he takes charge of the wonderous boy's up
bringing. The Shih-chi further notes that it was through this same K'un-mo 
that the Wu-sun were able to achieve re-independence. Since it is reported 
that the Wu-sun had for a time been assimilated into the Hsiung-nu, we may 
imagine that this was, in fact, autonomy regained. It is no wonder, then, that 
the responsible for the Wu-sun's return to freedom should be celebrated in a 
story on the order of the fabulous. It is well known, either, that this legend 
appears as well in Lun-heng ili1fi~, Bk. 2, Chapter on Chi-yen E~ which re
lates that: 

"The King of the Wu-sun is named K'un-mo. The Hsiung-nu had 
attacked and killed his father, and K'un-mo was born out in the plains 
and abandoned. Ravens came to him with meat in their beaks. The 
Shan-yil stood in wonder at this, considered the boy a supernatural being, 
took him in, and raised him. When K'un-mo reached manhood, he com
manded an army and often achieved great honours with it. The Shan
yil restored to him his father's people and ordered that he assume pro
tectorship over a walled town in the west gsmx;35l." 

No wolves are in evidence here, but perhaps there originally never were any, 
or perhaps they had slipped away at some stage previous to Lun-heng, or per
haps Wang Ch'ung ::E3'E (27-ca. 100) wrote them out of the story. One of 
these possibilities is likely at cause for the absence of wolves, but it hardly 
matters which, for the important thing is that this story is of the sarne lineage 
as the legend recorded in the Shih-chi, and that it is very clearly not of the 
same lineage as the legend set down in the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han
shu, in which those who attacked and killed his father were the Ta-ytieh-shih, 
and in which he was saved by his guardian Pu-chiu hsi-hou, who presented 
K'un-mo to the Shan-yil of the Hsiung-nu. It is unclear whether the Lun-heng 
is based on source materials common to those of the Shih-chi or whether its 
version was borrowed from the Book on Ta-yilan of Shih-chi itself, but in this 
case either explanation will do just as well. Wang Ch'ung, though a con
temporary of Pan Ku and Pan Chao, was only a minor provincial official, 
and as such he could not at that time be expected to have had the opportunity 
to view a copy of the Han-shu, just then completed and not yet widely dis
seminated. But whether he saw it or not, we are still left with that fact that 
the Lun-heng gives a legend of the Wu-sun founder in the lineage of that of 
the Shih-chi's Book on Ta-yuan, and neither can we deny that the legends of 
both lineages, coexisted during the same period. This has to be telling us that 
the legend in the Book on Ta-yilan of Shih-chi is not a re-casting of the 
Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu. The actual case should be, rather, 
just the opposite, for it is more natural to see the Book on Ta-yilan lineage 
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legend's getting tied up with the account of the linked migrations of the Sai, 
Ta-yileh-shih, and Wu-sun peoples in such a way as to develop into the form 
in which it is found in the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu. 
(C) The Impossibility of Compiling from the Biography of Chang Ch'ien 

of Han-shu the Related Parts of the Book on Ta-yuan of Shih-chi 
The Shih-chi's accounts on Ta-yilan may be divided into three por

tions ... those included in the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu) those 
in the Biography of Li Kuang-li and those in the Accounts of Western Coun
tries. The part of the Shih-chi on Ta-yiian, which appears as a report on vari
ous nations toured by Chang Ch'ien is not included in the Biography of Chang 
Ch'ien of Han-shu but moved to the Accounts of Western Countries ~:f:,g!Z{.$., it 
having been noted that "the stories a:re in the Accounts of Western Countries" 
(Han-shu) p. 751, upper column). It may be exceptionally easy to divide the 
Book on Ta-yuan of Shih-chi into these three portions, but how possible is 
it to do the reverse, to compile a Book on Ta-yuan of Shih-chi into the form 
we have it today from the Biography of Chang Ch'ien) Li Kuang-Ii and the 
Accounts of Western Countries of Han-shu? It is no supreme challenge to 
set the Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li into a single clear ar
rangement, but I cannot imagine it possible to single out and remove from the 
Accounts of Western Countries those portions which had been noted with 
"the stories are all told in the Accounts of Western Countries" (Han-shu) p. 749, 
lower column), or "the stories are in the Accounts of Western Countries" (Han
shu) p. 751, upper column). 

Let us compare, for example, the statement of Wu-i shan-li .1%-1~'.:LlJ• of the 
Accounts of Western Countries of Han-shu •with that of Tiao-chih {~tz of 
the Book on Ta-yuan of Shih-chi. The Han-shu has obviously transposed as 
the Shih-chi account of the country of Tiao-chih into its own account of Wu-i 
shan-li. This portion corresponds to one of the parts which is noted in the 
Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu as being "in the Accounts of Western 
Countries". It is easy for this to be seen as indicating a portion taken from 
the Book on Ta-yuan) but where only the Biography of Chang Ch'ien and Li 
Kuang-li and the Accounts of Western Countries existed, it becomes rather 
impossible to conceive how the report of Chang Ch'ien's first mission could 
have been recovered from them and restored into the form of its composition 
as seen now in the Book on Ta-yuan. 

IV 

To this point, I have compared the extant Book on Ta-yuan of Shih-chi 
with the extant Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li and the Ac
counts of Western Countries of Han-shu and discussed how it is possible to 
imagine that those Han-shu biographies may have come from the Book on 
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Ta-yilan, but how the reverse cannot be, and I have based that discussion on 
a number of different points. My arguments have been made, however, as
suming the extant version of the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu to 
be the original Pan Ku et al. compilation. 

Pelliot, on the other hand and as we have already noted, thought that 
the Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu either had been written into the 
Chang-Ch'ien chu-kuan chih and Ku-chin chu, or that it had been put 
together by someone later than Pan Ku, using for its material Chang Ch'ien 
legendry of like variety to that found in those two and then subsequently in~ 
corporated into the Han-shu. In the end Pelliot never did speak to the par
ticulan; of this issue, but what I have pointed out here is that, today, when 
the Chang-Ch'ien chu-kuan chih has been lost and the substance of the Ku
chin chu cannot be known with certainty, it is difficult to determine just 
what sort of thing Chang Ch'ien Legendry was that there is no way of render
ing substantive corroboration to Pelliot's inferences. 

Haloun, in fact, did not even bring up the titles Chang-Ch'ien chu-kuan 
chih or Ku-chin chu, but he had something i:n common with Pelliot, any
way-they considered the extant Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu to be 
someone's later forgery and the extant Book on Ta-yilan of Shih-chi to have 
adopted that forgery into its own text. Haloun, as did Pelliot, however, passed 
away without ever having given a concrete explanation of those views. 

By way of contrast to this, we have Hulsewe arguing that while the 
Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-l'i are not forgeries but rather, 
the established compilations of Pan Ku et al., the main text as we have it con
tains major errors in passaging and that given the existence of absoluetly 
identical passaging errors in the corresponding portions of the Book on Ta
yilan of Shih-chi this Book on Ta-yilan had been produced by combining the 
Biography of Chang Ch'ien of Han-shu and a Biography of Li Kuang-li that 
post-dated the appearance of those errors. According to Hulsewe, it made no 
sense to imagine that anyone of Pan Ku's caliber would simply copy over as 
is a Book on Ta-yilan of Shih-chi text containing passaging errors; he main
tained that the errors in the Biography of Li Kuang-li of Han-shu were 
produced after the time of Pan Ku. Thus, he claims, the Book on Ta-yilan 
of Shih-chi, containing the very same errors, is most assuredly a transcription 
from the Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li of Han-shu post-dating 
the appearance of the mistakes. 
(D) The Question of Passaging Errors ~rffi 

Hulsewe offered contrasts of the main text of the extant Biography of Li 
Kuang-li of Han-shu, which he maintained had passaging errors, with his re
stored text, in which he had corrected those mistakes.36 ) It gives one an unset
tling feeling to find that in his restoration, although he had conducted it 
with the idea that the Han-shu had been composed in passages (i.e. written 
on strips of) from 23-25 characters each, two passages of four characters as 
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well as two each of eight and nine characters, and, moreover, among them 
two clearly intended to continue into the next passage to form a single 
sentence. 

The first person to point out passaging errors involving some sixty-nine 
characters in the part restored by Hulsewe was Wang Nien-sun .:E;~~ (1744-
1832). Stimulated by this, Hulsewe made a detailed examination of the sen
tences in that general portion, confirmed the existence of large-scale passaging 
errors which had escaped even Wang Nien-sun's observation, and produced a 
corrected restoration. Needless to say, he included Wang Nien-sun's revisions 
in it. This was because with those revisions, the Han-shu text became logi
cally understandable. However, Wang Nien-sun had amended the Han-shu 

sentences to conform with the Book on Ta-yilan of Shih-chi text, and so, in 
this particular portion at least, it is impossible to apply Hulsewe's reasoning 
that the Shih-chi had been transcribed from the Han-shu because its passaging 
errors were the same. 

Further, when we consider other portions which were maintained to re
present passaging errors, they turn out to be fully understandable when read 
as found in the extant text without our hypothesizing any such mistakes. In 
the second conquest of Ta-yiian, a 60,000 man force led by more than fifty 
officers was sent off from Tun-huang, and Li Kuang-li's main forces departed 
later to follow it. The numbers of the main force are not entirely certain, 
but we may assume they were no less great than those of the advance force. 
With regard to this departure, the Shih-chi states: 

"With this, Erh-shih (i.e. Li Kuang-Ii) also set off to follow. Though the 
number of soldiers was great, small nations everywhere never failed to 
greet them and provide them well with food." (Shih-chi) Bk. 123, p. 1145, 

upper column). 

And records that: 

"When Erh-shih at first set out from Tun-huang to the west, he thought 
that because he had so many men, the countries along the way would be 
unable to provide him with food, so he divided his forces into a number of 
separate armies which advanced along routes lying to his north and south." 
(ibid.) p. 1145, lower column). 

While it is further noted that: 

"Erh-shih proceeded afterward. His army did not want for food and the 
number of battle deaths was not terribly great. N ontheless, many of his 
higher officers and officials were so greedy and, having no love for the 
common soldiers, would often victimize these men." (ibid.) p. 1146, upper 
column). 
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The Book on Ta-yilan accounts of the second conquest of Ta-yiian are 
divided into descriptions of the preparations and operations of both the 
advance force and the main force. The perception of passaging errors here 
occurs when one does not take the operations of the advance force and these 
of the main force as each being separate, when one attempts to understand 
them as being one. In the portion of the Book on Ta-yilan treating the ad
vance force, we have "There was no well in the fortress of the Yiian King 1iEE, 
and all drew their needs from a running source coming from outside. Such 
being the case, then, water engineers were sent and the water route was 
diverted to make the forters empty (i.e. waterless). Thus, the fortress became 
empty (i.e. waterless), which resulted in the emptiness of the fortress," (ibid., 
p. 1141, lower column). This may be taken as an advance force operation, 
and as Hu San-sheng ifJt:::~ and Wang Hsien-ch'ien ::E7'c~ have said, it may be 
interpreted as a description of a planned tactic of the advance force. Later, in 
the Book on Ta-yilan, we see: 

"(Li Kuang-Ii) then first proceeded to Yiian where he cut off the water 
supply and diverted it elsewhere. Yuan had for some time previously been 
suffering grieviously. The fortress was surrounded and the seige went on 
for more than forty days. The outer fortress was destroyed." (ibid., p. 
1145, upper column). 

It is possible to take this as describing the realization of the planned 
tactic, and when we consider the fact that "Yiian had for some time previously 
been suffering grieviously," it appears permissible to interpret this operation 
as the continuation of advance force tactics, with a separate main force diver
sion of the water supply. The corresponding portion of the Biography of Li 
Kuang-li of Han-shu reads in exactly the same way. According to Hulsewe's 
restoration, it is correct to make the two passages above those referring to the 
closing off of the water supply into one single sentence. The results are as 
follows: 

"(Li Kuang-Ii) then first proceeded to Yiian, where he cut off the water 
supply and diverted it elsewhere. Yiian had for some time previously 
been suffering grieviously. There was no well outside the fortress. They 
drew their needs from a running source coming from outside. Such being 
the case, then, water engineers were sent and the water (route) was 
diverted to make (the fortress) waterless. Thus, the fortress became empty 
(i.e. waterless)." 

The "diverted it elsewhere" seen above can also be read as "attempted to 
divert it elsewhere," but whichever w·ay it is. read, becomes redundant, and 
feeling of unnaturalness is unavoidable. This happens because Hulsewe has 
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attempted to understand two separate events by coordinating them into a 
single one. It becomes useless to pursue his "passaging errors" theory and 
further, and nothing at all hinders us from reading the related portions of 
the Book on Ta-yilan of Shih-chi just as they appear in the extant text. And 
there are indeed in the Biography of Li Kuang-li of Han-shu) as Wang Nien
sun has pointed out, passaging errors which ought to be corrected to conform 
with the Shih-chi. Hulsewe noted that a stylist with the academic credentials 
of Pan Ku would never have blindly copied over a Book on Ta-yilan contain
ing passaging errors, but perhaps we ought better to imagine that it was 
indeed for the very reason of his being a stylist with an academic background 
that the was able to recognize the absence of passaging error in the work. 

For the various reasons outlined here, I believe what has been thought 
over the ages, that the Biographies of Chang Ch'ien and Li K uang-li and part 
of Accounts of Western Regions of Han-shu were compiled from the Book on 
Ta-yilan of Shih-chi) and I cannot believe it to have been the reverse. 

It was Professor Edwin G. Pulleyblank who claimed the authenticity of 
the chapter on Ta-yiian in the Shih-chi on the basis of the following six 
points: 37 l 

(1) In the list of contents of the Shih-chi in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's autobio
graphical chapter appears the following: "When Han sent envoys to com
municate with Ta-hsia, the distant barbarians of the western extremities 
stretched out their necks and looked inwards, wishing to see the Middle Land. 
I made the sixty-third lieh-chuan (i.e. Chapter 123) on Ta-yiian." Unless we 
suppose that the interporator falsified this chapter as well, we must suppose 
that Ssu-ma Ch'ien included a chapter covering the subject matter of the 
present Chapter 123 in his work. Moreover, while in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's day it 
was perfectly natural to have a chapter with this title, since this was the first 
western country Chang Ch'ien came to and the country which was the object 
of Li Kuang-li's spectacular expedition, it would have been quite unnatural 
in the Later Han period or afterwards when Ta-yiian had long ceased to be 
of importance. It is presumably the view of those who regard the Shih-chi as 
secondary, not that the idea for such a chapter was invented, but that the 
chapter was wholy or partially lost and reconsituted from the Han-shu. As 
far as he (Professor Pulleyblank) is aware there is no external evidence for 
this having occured, nor has any one suggested who the interpolator might 
have been .. 

(2) -,Being a chapter on Ta-yiian (and related matters about contacts 
with the west), Shih-chi 123 contains not only an account of the activities of 
Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-Ii but also descriptions of the countries Chang 
Ch'ien visited or heard about and connecting matter from the time of Chang 
Ch'ien's death down to Li Kuang-li's expedition to Ta-yiian. In the Han-shu 
the bulk of the material is included in Chapter 61, the Biographies of Chang 
Ch~ien and Li Kuang-li. Certain material has been removed to Chapters 95, 
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South-Western Barbarians, and 96, Western Regions. Where this breaks the 

continuity of the story, an explicit cross-reference is inserted by the Han-shu 

editor, showing clearly that his source followed the order in the Shih-chi. 

Even after this material had been transferred, the Han-shu editor was kept 

with a residue of materials coming after the death of Chang Ch'ien and before 

Li Kuang-Ii. Though it is hardly a part of the Biography of Chang Ch'ien, it 

is retained as if it were. When we come to the point where Li Kuang-Ii is 

about to be introduced, the Han-shu text breaks off abruptly, concludes Chang 

Ch'ien's biography with a brief note about Ch'ien's grandson, gives a short 

introduction to Li Kuang-Ii and begins once more to follow the Shih-chi. 

All this is perfectly comprehensible in terms of the scissors-and-paste method 

of compilation used in adapting the Shih-chi material to the Han-shu. It is 

much more difficult, indeed impossible, to imagine that, if it had not been 

based on the existing chapter in the Shih-chi, the Han-shu would have been 

constructed in the way it is, neatly sign-posted for someone to construct out 

of it the Shi-chi chapter. 

(3) In general the texts of the Shih-chi and Han-shu are extremely alike. 

There are minor differences of wording here and there which do not affect 

the sense. Some may be due to slight textual corruption in one or the other. 

Often the Han-shu editor seems to have tried to tidy up the Shih-chi text 

stylisticaly by leaving out unnecessary words. In so far as any conclusions 

can be drawn the evidence points to the priority of the Shih-chi. 

(4) Much of what appears in Shih-chi 123 as Chang Ch'ien's report on 

western countries and some of the additional material about western countries 

that appears later in the chapter is repeated in Han-shu 96, though sometimes 

differently arranged. On the other hand the Han-shu evidently had a different 

source for such details as the distances, relative positions, populations, etc., of 

the various countries. In the case of Yen-ts'ai iit~, however, it quotes the 

Shih-chi verbatim, evidently because no later information was available. It is 

conceivable that a later forger, in other respects slavishly copying the Han-shu, 

even more, from the geography of his own day. He must have a source 

antedating the Han-shu and identical with the present Shih-chi. What else 

could have been but the present Shih-chi? 

(5) Much the most important discrepancies between the Shih-chi and 

Han-shu occur in relation to the Wu-sun. The Shih-chi knows nothing of 

the enmity of the Wu-sun and the Yiieh-chih, of the Yiieh-chih conquest of 

the Sai (Sakas) and the migration of the King of the Sai to Chi-pin (Kashmir), 

nor of the subsequent defeat of the Yiieh-chih by the Wu-sun. If we suppose 

that the Shih-chi text is original, it is easy to see how a subsequent editor has 

grafted other material on, rationalizing the existing text to make it agree. 

The contrary hypothesis, that a forger, working from the Han-shu, could have 

skillfully weeded out all trace of these things is incredible. 

(6) As far as he (Professor Pulleyblank) can see there is nothing in Shih-
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chi 123 that is in the least anachronistic if regarded as the work of Ssu-ma 

Ch'ien. In the following century knowledge of the western world increased 

greatly. It is very difficult to suppose that a forger could have resisted includ

ing information on many more countries than those ·described in the Shih-chi. 

·Professor Pulleyblank is quite right when he says that the Shih-chi 123 

is one of the original sources of the sections of the Han-shu concerning the 

Western Regions and the Biographies of both Chang Ch'ien and Li Kuang-li. 

The present article of mine is, therefore, nothing but supplementary remarks 

in support of the opinion of this eminent scholar. 
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